Back in April 2004, the New Consultant Contract was introduced in Scotland. It was soon clear that the Government had misjudged things -perhaps believing its own propaganda that most consultants spent their time on the golf course -and that paying doctors for time actually worked cost much more than the nominal 37.5 h per week. My own salary shot up by 20-30%.
At some point they had to claw it back. Enter the 9:1 contract. Terms and Conditions (T&Cs) of the ''New Deal'' stipulated that 30 h (7.5 sessions) of the week be spent on direct care, with 10 h (2.5 sessions) for supporting professional activities (SPAs) -just teaching, training, self-training, CPD, appraisal, appraising others, revalidation, committee work, service development, team management, management management, governance, email surveillance, clinical meetings, etc.
Around 2010, a number of Health Boards began ''altering'' these conditions, and advertised posts with reduced SPA time, soon with a 9:1 ratio. As later described in a Greater Glasgow and Clyde (GGC) missive, 1 this was ''due to ongoing efficiency savings''. Clearly this works. It produces 6 h of extra clinical time at no extra cost, leaving the consultant to maintain their professional integrity in their own time.
They asserted that SPAs can be renegotiated once in post. The same missive gives some details. In the years 2012-2014, a total of 182 appointments with one SPA had been made. Of these, by March 2015, only 20 had seen an increase in SPA allocation, and only one of these to the stipulated 2.5 sessions.
But is all of this legal? -I asked myself.
The GGC paper itself quotes the T&Cs ''. . . unless otherwise agreed, a full-time consultant will devote 7.5 . . . PAs per week to direct care and 2.5 . . . SPAs to supporting professional activities . . .'' . . . unless otherwise agreed . . .
Could they unilaterally change these conditions?
But it seemed I was the only person particularly perturbed.
The BMA went all wooly and vague. They quoted the Health Board's own legalistic view that if they advertised a job at 9:1, and someone applied, then that person was ''agreeing'' to a single SPA (though adverts don't usually state 9:1 -I wonder why that is?). They didn't outline their own lawyers' view. I assume they had one.
The Colleges took some time to react. External Advisors appeared to stand by while the practice became rife throughout Scotland. So I joined them. Already disappointed by senior colleagues' interviewing for 9:1 posts -undermining a new colleague's professional position before it had even begun -I now I had first-hand experience. I was repeatedly given unworkable ''job-plans'' (five clinics plus administration, day-hospital, in-patients, service development, teaching . . . oh and we'll expect some research) which complicit consultants drew up . . . and defended:
''Do you really believe that someone can do this job-plan in 40 hours?'' ''No-one works for just 40 hours in the NHS.'' ''BUT THAT'S THE POINT!!!'' Eventually the Colleges showed an interest, and called a meeting of External Advisors in November 2014. There was general hand-wringing and ''nothing we can do if they don't change it . . . . . . we have a duty to attend the interview.'' They apparently hadn't realised that it was their duty not to attend the interview if the job was not safe and workable. And by pointing out the flaws in a job-plan, and only attending for interview once these were rectified, changes can be achieved.
My Three Point Plan? External Advisors: Ensure job plans are workable within the allotted time space.
Candidates: Negotiate SPA time before taking up post (advisors should mention this at interview, to boost their position).
Doctor-Managers and Seniors: Stop drawing up unworkable job plans in first place.
There seemed to be some resolve after the meeting . . . but I was not confident.
As for that question in the title . . . Can one side unilaterally alter the T&Cs of an agreement? Can a monopoly-employer use that position to alter terms to their own advantage? Can we start sending nine year-olds up chimneys again, because of ''ongoing efficiency savings''? Can I have taken that too far?
The BMA seem unimpressed. The Colleges have only ''brought it to people's attention''. The doctormanagers and senior colleagues seem unperturbed.
It's just me. Must be legal, then.
For evil to occur, it only requires that good men do nothing . . . 2
